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Notices of: What were your future marriage partners perhaps excluded, from.  
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from the cited: Barbie vlog, 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCadtap8RYMNy8w4K9lXhzpQ?v=4n0zdzbA19A 

as accessed on 41618 

cited: Ken + Barbie, 

At the first get-go: get the resemblances of an intergender brother-sister relationship, 

How why?  

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCadtap8RYMNy8w4K9lXhzpQ?v=4n0zdzbA19A
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The mention of “baking” is a trigger of when you were first exposed to baked goods in a noticed by [any] 

you method; this was likely around when you first started in being [at least in our cultural reference].  

theme: oh how do you get your loved ones into your development moments; do you have a time 

warp. Would they feel left out of your earlier before you met them, experiences.  

The next thing is- are of course the baking instructions. Perhaps in entropy; if you bake enough; you can 

get back to before you first started baking and-or experienced baking, and who with; did you eat 

Christmas chocolate cookies; has: as an added component of number experiencer.  

In criminology: notice, when others refer to growing up together; how believable is it that they had such 

experiences together; even if you see regular evidence such as photographs …  

Does it seem like they did something regular [as intrinsic in our culture] … such as baked and or ate 

baked goods together or the similar; no matter how barbaric or non-barbaric their up-bringing and or 

rising.  

In regular culture: with reference more-so even to this video I think cited: Ken + Barbie are supposed to 

be a married couple; but when you look closely at this video, or not that closely, they look quite alike … 

like adopted and or non-adopted siblings;  

Adopted might at least reference: time in asexual relational youth. What might this mean.  And how 

might this differ from a romantic partner inserted into the same asexual time frame. 

 

As a basic addition: and reminder hint; what would the large percentage of their interaction in 

comparison [be of] a sibling and a non-sibling youth relationship when one might first experience 

normal life experiences such as: baking, and or consuming, baked goods.  

Other parameters: non-sibling friend and-acquaintance youth relationship, and-or romantic 

relationships 

 

In Brief Summary [in my opinion]: this given example; in the view of the baked goods segment; the 

female or cited: Barbie seems more focused on being the focus of the video of the two; and sometimes 

at the sake of almost completely overshadowing the male or cited: Ken; as opposed to not 

overshadowing Ken; and this is true to the rumor of culture I suppose where cited: Barbie is the more 

noticed of the two; but in an interesting coincidence of basic combat appearance; she is much smaller 

than him; and this using traditional gender appearance boundaries; in this specific case; this might be 

why she’s more attempt-full of being the focus; but what if the regular boundaries were transposed; and 

would the male in such a transposed interaction, do the same; or learn to do the same. Would it be 

necessary. Do you think that in such a case; a she behaving this way with the same physical traditional 

restrictions, would have created more safety for herself [and were this her motivation for her choice in 
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action focus]; in the moments especially when she were alone with those external that threatened her 

safety and such in her perception. In this case, notice that she feels safe enough with cited: Ken here, 

and what might point you to this; and perhaps doesn’t seem to trust somebody watching, and also 

doesn’t think Ken will be able to uh, defend her in this case of non-trust. I would say it’s in her eye 

swatch.  


